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Abstract: Teleradiology is one of the oldest, most established, successful, and widely used clinical telemedicine specialties. There are a variety of factors that have led to this high degree of success, but there are also challenges and barriers that still exist. This review will address both of these aspects of teleradiology, within the context of the current literature on this topic, as well as from the perspective of a program that has been conducting teleradiology consultations for nearly 20 years. Some key considerations of what it takes to establish a successful teleradiology program will be discussed, with respect to technology, quality, and personnel. In particular, the role of mobile devices and smart phones will be reviewed, as these technologies are becoming much more pervasive throughout the health care enterprise. The important role of teleradiology in stroke assessment as an emerging application area will also be highlighted.
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Introduction

Radiology has undergone significant changes over the past 25 years or so as technology has changed both within the field and in areas such as advances and improvements in telecommunications. Within radiology, not only has the technology changed, but the expectations of the public in response to those changes have changed as well, in part, leading to the increased sub-specialization of radiologists along systems- and disease-related specialties.1,2 One consequence of this sub-specialization has been increased expansion and utilization of teleradiology, as clinicians and patients not only expect but often demand expert interpretation of images, not only in major urban, but in rural and medically underserved areas as well.

Teleradiology is well established, with on-call emergency reporting being used in over 70% of radiology practices in the US, and general teleradiology by “nighthawk services” around the world.2 The demand for imaging and subspecialty interpretation has also had the consequence of making radiology a 24/7 service that requires not just residents to be on-call after hours and on weekends, but the availability of expert attending-radiologists as well. Teleradiology, in part, makes this possible, and organizations such as the American College of Radiology (ACR)3 and the European Society for Radiology4 encourage radiologists to make use of teleradiology services proactively that incorporate general and subspecialist radiologists through local area networks in areas where traditional onsite radiology services and expertise are lacking. In fact, the ACR recently updated their guidelines and standards for teleradiology practice calling for continued development of protocols and software to enable bidirectional communication between physicians, technologists, and imaging managers; better
protocols for electronic medical record integration, peer review interfaces, and better dictation systems that eliminate manual interfaces.¹

The ACR does however “believe the traditional practice model of having on-site, local radiology groups may better serve the overall interests of most communities.”¹” In part, this is due to the fact that although large commercial teleradiology practices do provide benefits in terms of overcoming geographic and coverage challenges, there is also the concern that they are commoditizing radiology by focusing only on report delivery and generating case volumes to improve their financial bottom line, ignoring the role of the radiologist as an integral expert member of the patient health care team.¹ It should be noted, however, that there are many successful (and profitable) models for teleradiology outside the “commercial” sector both in academic and nonacademic settings, even though controversy still exists about its utility and role in the field of radiology in general.³–¹¹

What are some of the pros and cons? As noted, commercialization is one of the pros – to some extent the fear that radiologists will be nameless, faceless providers of interpretations without any contact with those receiving the reports – possibly losing their professional status with their non-radiology clinician peers.⁷ In a sense, radiology becomes no more than a service unit. To some extent this is true, although as Bradley⁷ notes, with the advent of picture archival and communications systems (PACS), radiologists are seeing even less and less of their own in-hospital colleagues than ever before. With increased remote access to images via PACS and other patient data via the electronic health record, the changing distance between clinicians is more pervasive than just with teleradiology. Other pros include: not having to stay awake all night on-call, so when someone is called to provide a consult they are more alert and less likely to make mistakes; those working at night as “nighthawks” often receive more compensation and time off; those reading off-site emergency cases tend to hone their interpretation skills with these difficult cases and tend to emerge as expert readers; teleradiology can provide technical supervision for complex modalities such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); and it clearly provides access to subspecialist interpretation to those in geographically or otherwise remote or under-served areas.⁶,⁷

But what are some of the cons? For one, smaller radiology groups may be forced out of business as teleradiology companies move into the local market (although this may impact those with poorer customer service than others), potentially putting local radiologists out of work.⁷ It has also been noted that patients may not be aware that their images are not being read at the site they were acquired, potentially leading to increased concerns on their part (although there is little evidence to support this).⁷ Lower quality as a function of less control or knowledge of who is providing the interpretations and what their qualifications are has often been cited as a bad consequence of teleradiology.⁵,⁶,¹⁰ Encroachment by other specialties such as cardiology is also a potential consequence of teleradiology outsourcing. As Hunter et al⁷ note, however, many of these potential negative consequences can be minimized or even avoided by carefully considering the pros and cons of teleradiology and doing a thorough job of carefully evaluating a service provider before engaging their services.

The recent ACR teleradiology recommendations should be reviewed by anyone (both at the transmitting and receiving site) already involved in or just implementing teleradiology, as they cover such critical issues as the teleradiologist (licensure, malpractice, credentialing, Board certification, continuing medical education, peer review, and accreditation), the teleradiology work environment (ergonomics, monitor requirements, privacy, and security), interpretation services, medical record integration, communication, turnaround times, billing, payment, legal and regulatory considerations, and advice on contracts.¹ For additional recommendations on technical considerations (eg, acquisition, transmission, storage, and viewing), the ACR-AAPM-SIIM Technical Standard for Electronic Practice of Medical Imaging was updated in 2012 and contains a considerable amount of relevant information (AAPM, American Association of Physicists in Medicine; SIIM, Society for Imaging Informatics in Medicine).¹²

The global nature of teleradiology

Teleradiology may have started primarily in the US, but it has spread dramatically across the world.¹³–¹⁶ A recent survey of European radiologists has revealed just how global teleradiology has become.¹³ The study involved 368 survey respondents and showed that 64.8% use teleradiology and 36.1% plan to do so soon. Although most teleradiology involves distribution of images in the same institution (70.9%) (although it is debatable whether distribution within an institution is true teleradiology), 44.4% involves reading images from home overnight and on weekends. Image outsourcing is done by 35.5% to obtain expert opinions (20.2%) or deal with capacity problems (19.7%). Services are provided by 31.6% on a noncommercial basis and by 26% commercially,
with most cases involving primary reads (76.6%) and subspecialty interpretations (50.5%). Some of the advantages noted by the respondents include the ability to discuss cases collaboratively (46.1%), the ability to distribute workload (37.8%), asking for second opinion and/or subspecialty advice (81.9%), and increased availability of radiologists for on-call services (71.3%). Some of the disadvantages include insufficient integration of patient history and/or previous studies (68.9%), limited communication with clinicians (67.7%), possible loss of control of radiology businesses (60.2%), possibly diminished quality of radiology services (54.4%), instability in the job market and income (48.8%), and a possible threat to good patient care (48.4%). Suggestions to improve teleradiology quality include development of an obligatory quality assurance system (78.3%), teleradiology training (70%), and the use of double-reading (56.9%).

Teleradiology is also used widely by the military, not only in the US but around the world, in war and during peace. One reason why it has been so successful in the military is simply the environment and critical circumstances during military engagements. There are often not enough radiologists in the battle theater (where only limited imaging devices are feasible to use) or in the mobile medical units, so images must be acquired and transmitted from the theater of military operation to higher-level health care facilities (often overseas) for teleconsultation and telemanagement. Continuity of care is also critical once wounded warriors return home, as is general care for service members and their families during peacetime.

Currently, the US Army Medical Department Telehealth Network covers 50 countries and territories across 19 time zones. It covers 22 different services (with behavioral health accounting for 55%, followed by cardiology, teledermatology, infectious disease, neurosurgery, pain management, and orthopedic surgery) in addition to teleradiology. Teleradiology is critical on the battlefield, where the deployable teleradiology systems consists of the Theater Image Repository. Images from the various theaters of operation are sent to Landstuhl US Army Base, Landstuhl, Germany which then sends them to US military treatment facilities. Trauma cases are readily handled by bundling images from the operating room for case conferences that discuss trauma care management for battlefield wounds. The teleradiology service is also used to provide maintenance of the CT scanners used in the theater, ensuring that they are functional when needed. Continuity of care is facilitated by the fact that the entire military medical system uses digital radiology and is connected by a uniform electronic health record (at least within each branch) that will eventually be integrated into a uniform system throughout the Department of Defense and the Veteran’s Administration.

Teleradiology is also a key component in other medical services such as the growing application of teledentistry, and there are more studies emerging demonstrating its utility. For example, Choi recently investigated the clinical usefulness of teleradiology in general dental practice. In the study, 275 cases were submitted for inquiry to the case presentation board of the Korean Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology. The diagnoses were analyzed with respect to disease classification, correlation with the patient’s chief complaint, whether additional examinations or treatments were needed, the image modalities, and the number of dentists making inquiries. They found that differential diagnoses of normal anatomic structures are the most frequently submitted cases (15.6%). Overall, 164 cases require no additional treatments or exams. The most frequently submitted images are panoramic radiographs accompanying 248 of the inquiries. It was concluded that the teleradiology system could be helpful in the differential diagnosis of common dental lesions and would reduce unnecessary costs.

The impact of teleradiology on radiologists and teleradiology practices

Does the availability of teleradiology services impact referral rates and the types of cases referred? The answer is likely yes. For example, Tublin et al conducted a study to examine the impact of overnight subspecialty radiology coverage on CT utilization rates in academic and community emergency departments (EDs) for neuroradiology and abdominal imaging. The traditional overnight model in most academic centers is to have residents (usually senior) provide preliminary interpretations of CT studies, which are then over-read by attending radiologists the next day or in some cases by the on-call attending. In recent years, some academic centers have used teleradiology services to over-read the residents or to provide the primary interpretations. In the model adopted, rotating shifts of neuroradiologists and abdominal imagers provide contemporaneous final reports for ED CT studies from 5:00 pm to 7:00 am. The study compared total CT volume, ED visits, and CT volume/ED visits before and after implementation of overnight coverage. It was found that academic ED visits increased by 7% and community ED visits decreased by 3% during the study period. Total academic ED CT volume increased by 8%, and community ED CT volume increased by 9%. Daytime community ED CT volume remained constant, but on-call volume increased by 16%.
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Academic ED CT volume/ED visits remained constant, but community increased. Basically, the overnight subspecialty ED coverage resulted in a disproportionate increase in CT utilization in the community EDs, perhaps because they lack in-house clinical subspecialists and need subspecialist radiology interpretations for patient management.

Another recent study examined whether teleradiology interpretation benefits from familiarity with referring physicians (ie, the teleradiology customers).23 The study tested the hypothesis that customer-specific experience would have a greater effect on individual performance than all other types of experience. The idea is that varied experience (ie, distribution of experience across multiple customers) may increase the rate of learning by an individual, for example, by identifying best practices from one customer that can be transferred to another, or by recognizing higher order principles that affect multiple customers. The study used data from Flatworld Solutions (Princeton, NJ, USA), a large US-based provider of teleradiology services using radiologists who are board certified and licensed to practice in the US (about 85% in the US and 15% overseas working from home or reading centers owned by Outsourc Co). The dataset included 2,766,209 cases read by 97 radiologists for 1,431 customers over a 30-month period.

A key measure was length of time to read a case. They divided radiologist’s prior experience into two categories: individual customer experience or the cumulative number of prior cases read by a radiologist for the customer of the current case; and cumulative number of prior cases read by a radiologist for all customers other than the customer of the current case. Domains were analyzed as well and were defined based on the body part imaged and categorized in accordance with subspecialties recognized by the ACR and the Radiological Society of North America (abdomen, body, brain, breast, cardiovascular, chest, gastrointestinal/genitourinary, head and neck, musculoskeletal, obstetrical, and spine).

The results support the benefits of customer-specific experience accumulated by individual radiologists, and variety in an individual’s customer experience may increase the rate of individual learning from customer-specific experience for a focal task. Additionally, the level of experience with a customer for the entire outsourcing firm also produces learning, and experience across a wider variety of customers might assist the rate at which individuals learn from their own customer-specific experience. It is interesting to note that along these same lines, the European Society for Radiology recommends that all radiologists involved in teleradiology networks keep close contact with referring physicians through both personal interaction and video conferencing.2

**Security and privacy considerations**

Patient privacy and data security are key issues in any radiology service,24 so teleradiology is no exception. Although security and privacy have been incorporated into teleradiology practice nearly since its inception, there continues to be considerable research in this area looking for improvement.25,26 All teleradiology practices in the United States should be aware of the provisions in the 2009 Clinical Health Act (HITECH), Medicare and Medicaid initiatives for the adoption of and meaningful use of health information technology, what is entailed in electronic health records and technology by eligible providers, eligible hospitals, and/or critical access hospitals, as well as the 1996 Health Insurance Protection and Accountability Act regulations and updates.24 The ACR-AAPM-SIIM Electronic Practice Guidelines also provide some useful recommendations regarding security and privacy specifically with respect to medical imaging.24

There are a variety of ways to address privacy and security when dealing with patient data, and the requirements are for the most part defined by strict ethics and legislative rules. The basic international standard developed for security management of health information is the ISO27799 (Security Management in Health Using ISO/IEC/17799), which provides guidance on how to protect information via implementation of ISO17799/ISO27002.27 Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) also addresses security and privacy issues, and there is continued research into improving the standard and optimizing its performance.28

For teleradiology, digital watermarking is becoming one of the more popular methods to protect images. Digital watermarking is a method of adding information to an image as a watermark (much like the watermark on a piece of paper or fifty dollar bill). The idea is that the watermark is inserted into the image before transmission so that it can be detected afterwards, and if the image has been tampered with in any way, the watermark will reveal it. It is essentially an authentication method. The watermark itself is not visible to the human eye and is not placed where it will interfere with image content (so as not to impact diagnoses if it is visible). Generally, digital watermarking has three major components, the water-mark generator, the embedder, and the detector. Methods differ, but they are being investigated intensely as more and more teleradiology images are being transmitted.26
Image and interpretation quality

Most teleradiology practices in developed countries where digital acquisition devices are more the norm than the exception (even in rural areas), tend to require that teleradiology images be only from digital acquisition devices. The main reason for this is that digitized images generally are of poorer quality which leads to reduced diagnostic confidence. When digitizers are used, there is evidence that for the most part digitizers are fairly equivalent in terms of acceptable contrast and low geometric distortion (even the less expensive non-radiology specific ones), thus there are circumstances where these solutions are acceptable. Even with digitally acquired images, however, there is considerable variability in the quality of images between sites, both as a function of the basic imaging procedures and the equipment used, so users need to be aware of these variations and account for them during the interpretation process.

Telemammography is even feasible, especially with the predominance of full-field digital mammography systems at least in developed countries. The Arizona Telemedicine Program is one example of a telemedicine program, which has even explored the utility of bundling telemammography, telepathology, and teleoncology services to create a new health care delivery pathway called the ultra-rapid breast care process. The aim is to reduce the time it takes for women to obtain diagnostic and therapeutic breast-care services from several weeks to a single day by utilizing telecommunications technology and digital mammography and pathology interpretations. In the traditional care model, mammography (digital) occurs on day 1, with a report typically being available 2–7 days later. If a biopsy is needed, it can occur as early as day 8 (assuming the report was delivered on day 7), with a lab report available by about day 16 (and a second opinion if needed by day 24). On day 30, there is an appointment with the surgeon to go over the surgery options, and on day 35 the surgery is scheduled. With the ultra-rapid model using telemammography and telepathology, all of the steps through the biopsy second opinion can occur within the same day, and the patient can even be connected in real-time to a teleoncologist to discuss the results and options. The entire process needs to be highly orchestrated and scheduled, but it is feasible, and patients are receptive.

One question that always arises is whether the quality of teleradiology is equivalent to onsite services. As already noted, the ACR has some reservations, as do others in the field of radiology. There are, however, studies that do demonstrate that teleradiology can be effective, and quality can be high even using senior residents. A recent study by Hohmann et al assessed the quality of their radiology outsourcing of after-hours CT. The study included a retrospective review of 1,028 in-house patients (at the Central London University Hospital) referred for imaging from 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm. The cases were read by teleradiologists elsewhere in the United Kingdom or in Australia. The teleradiology reports were subsequently reviewed in the morning by in-house faculty radiologists using a five-point scale, where 5 was “no disagreement” and 1 was “definite omission or misinterpretation with unequivocal potential for serious morbidity or threat to life.” The cases covered a wide range of types (eg, head, chest, and pelvis) and findings (eg, pulmonary embolism, bowel ischemia, and aortic dissection). In 79% of the cases, there were no disagreements between onsite and teleradiology interpretations; in 16% there was “disagreement over style and/or presentation of the report including failure to describe clinically insignificant features (rating =4)”; in 4% there was “clinical significance of disagreement is debatable or likelihood of harm is low” (rating =3); and in 1.3% there was “definite omission or interpretation of finding with strong likelihood of moderate morbidity but not threat to life” (rating =2). The category 2 cases were followed up, and it was found that of these, 8 (0.8%) were correctly diagnosed by the in-house radiologist, 2 (0.2%) by the teleradiologist, and 3 (0.3%) were unresolved. Thus there was only a 0.8% proven serious misinterpretation rate. Other studies have found disagreement rates anywhere from 1.6% to 24.6% depending on the type of practice, modality, types of cases, and resident versus attending.

Mobile devices and smartphones

The ACR-AAPM-SIIM Technical Standard for Electronic Practice of Medical Imaging provides recommendations and minimum requirements with respect to traditional reading environment displays. However, it cannot be ignored that mobile devices such as tablet and smartphones have been the subject of research for a number of years and are now being used in a wide variety of medical applications, including imaging. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved at least two viewers (mobile medical apps) for radiology (Resolution MD by Calgary Scientific, Inc Calgary, AB, Canada; and Mobile MIM by MIM Software, Cleveland, OH, USA), although the approvals do come with specific language regarding the types of images that can be viewed and under what circumstances (including ambient light considerations). Specifically, the guidance notes that “a mobile app that displays radiological images for diagnosis transforms the mobile platform into a class II Picture
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Archiving and Communications System (PACS) under 21 CFR 892.2050.\textsuperscript{112} Both of these products are considered Class II devices by the FDA. Class I devices are those with low to moderate risk and require general controls; while Class II devices are considered to have moderate to high risk and come with general controls and special controls.

For these mobile applications (Mobile MIM specifically), the special controls include the fact that it is not meant to be used in place of full workstations. The software also comes with a contrast test that determines if lighting conditions are sufficient to read images.

Exactly what “no access to a workstation” means is up to the user, as it is rather vague, but in general, most radiologists are aware of their limitations as well as those of display devices and hopefully will be using these devices only under suitable environmental conditions.

The real question for the radiologist (and the patient) is whether the diagnoses made using a mobile app and device is acceptable in terms of quality and under what circumstances can a primary read be given versus a second opinion or over-read be given. The question is not an easy one, but studies on how to create mobile-based networks for teleradiology\textsuperscript{25,43,44} as well as those on diagnostic accuracy are becoming much more common in the literature, and these devices are being used for such applications as diagnostic reading, decision support, and access to medical books, interactive encyclopedias, and journal clubs.\textsuperscript{43}

One of the first studies to evaluate iPhones (Apple Inc, Cupertino, CA, USA) for teleradiology was by Modi et al\textsuperscript{44} for the diagnosis of acute cervico-dorsal spine trauma. Using their own viewing software, they had two radiologists view a series of 75 CT cases of patients suspected of having cervico-dorsal spine fractures, once on the iPhone and once on a traditional workstation. Sensitivity and accuracy for detecting vertebral body fractures was 80% and 97%, and for posterior element fractures was 75% and 98% for one reader and 50% and 97% for the other one. There were no significant differences between the iPhone and workstation (although there were only a limited number of fractures in the study).

The same group was also one of the first to evaluate the Apple iOS (Apple Inc) for diagnosing acute stroke versus a workstation. They used 120 non-contrast CT brain scans and 70 CT angiography scans, with one radiologist using an iOS device and the other using a workstation.\textsuperscript{45} Performance in terms of detecting acute parenchymal change, dense vessel signs, and vessel occlusion were all quite high, with high inter-reader agreement. Although both readers did not view the same images on both displays, their results were still favorable for mobile device reviewing of stroke images.

Another early study on this topic assessed the interpretation of orthopedic (fracture) and CT (intracranial hemorrhage) images using a personal digital assistant (PDA) and an iPod Touch (Apple Inc) device compared with an off-the-shelf secondary-class display monitor.\textsuperscript{46} Surprisingly, the PDA readings for the CT cases were significantly higher than with the monitor, and although some of the other comparisons trended to significance, they were all essentially equivalent for PDA and iPod versus the monitor. The study concluded that although there clearly needed to be more research, the results were promising for emergency use of mobile devices at least for these two types of cases and findings.

A more recent study assessed the more complicated scenario of interpreting CT cases for pulmonary embolism using an iPad (Apple Inc) versus a traditional PACS workstation.\textsuperscript{47} Although only two readers were used, it showed that both of them interpreted 98% of the cases correctly (98% versus 100% sensitivity; 98% versus 96% specificity; 98% versus 98% accuracy). One factor supporting the utility of iPads for reading CT and MRI images is that iPad resolution is greater than what is actually required for these types of images. Further confirming their viability is a recent study by Bhatia et al\textsuperscript{48} comparing iPad (1024\times768 resolution) versus standard PACS viewing (1200\times1600 resolution liquid-crystal display [LCD]) for acute central nervous system events (emergency-room generated CT angiography perfusion imaging, brain MRI, and spine MRI), but using more readers and images. Overall, they found excellent intra-observer and inter-observer agreement for all three types of cases and for both radiologists and neurologists for assessing acute central nervous system injuries and other non-acute pathologies using the iPad. Other recent studies are also yielding results that indicate the utility of tablets, smartphones, and other mobile devices for interpreting certain types of radiographic images.\textsuperscript{49–51}

From a practical point of view, one needs to consider the physical device itself. Current generations of cell phones and tablet devices have very high resolution (“retinal”) displays that are actually nearly medical-grade. They also have quite a lot of memory, desktop-quality computational power (64-bit processors), and high bandwidth (4G LTE [long-term evolution]) with some service providers. When you think about it, the early days of digital radiology did not have displays and computers that were this good! However, although there is a trend these days towards smartphones with larger screens (some are almost the size of a tablet device), the majority of screens are still quite small and thus, even with
high resolution, may not be especially well suited to reading radiographic images. Chest, bone, mammography, and other larger dimension images certainly require zooming and panning to view all image data at a resolution/size amenable to detecting findings, but this is clearly not the best solution, even for those quite facile with touch screens and manipulating images on these small devices. In the long-run it seems likely that given the controversies that abound with teleradiology and mobile devices, there will need to be guidance from the FDA, and Class I clearance may well be needed.\textsuperscript{52}

**Teleradiology and telestroke assessment**

In 2009, the American Heart Association/American Stroke Association reviewed the evidence for the use of telemedicine within systems of care for stroke, and issued a scientific statement with regard to: 1) using FDA-approved teleradiology systems for review of brain CT in patients with suspected acute stroke, 2) brain CT scan reviews by stroke specialists or radiologists using FDA-approved teleradiology systems for identifying exclusions for thrombolytic therapy, and 3) FDA-approved teleradiology systems to support rapid imaging interpretation in time for thrombolysis decision-making.\textsuperscript{53}

Due in part to this guidance document, telestroke services that incorporate teleradiology have rapidly expanded in the past few years, and the amount of research in this area further validating the utility and effectiveness of telestroke services has increased as well.

One important question is who should be interpreting the CT scans, as these are rather complex imaging studies, often with subtle findings that require some degree of expertise to detect and interpret accurately. A recent study by Demaerschalk et al\textsuperscript{54} was conducted to determine the degree of agreement between central reading committee neuroradiologists, spoke hospital radiologists, and hub hospital vascular neurologists (aka, telestrokologists) for the interpretation of baseline brain CT scans of patients with acute stroke presenting to telestroke spoke hospitals. The study was prospective, using an urban hub and two rural spoke sites, and was randomized, blinded, and controlled. The ultimate goal was to validate an audiovisual telemedicine and teleradiology system designed for remote evaluation of adult patients with acute stroke versus phone consultation to assess eligibility for intravenous thrombolysis treatment. For the telemedicine arm, CT scans were interpreted by the hub telestrokologist and on the phone by the spoke radiologist (total n=54). For the gold standard, the scans were interpreted independently and blindly by two hub neuroradiologists. The outcome was determination of a CT-based contraindication to thrombolytic treatment. Overall, agreement was very high (kappa =0.91) and did not differ between telestrokologist and neuroradiologist (kappa =0.92) or spoke radiologist and neuroradiologist (kappa =0.89).

As discussed previously, the use of mobile devices is expanding in teleradiology, so it is logical to ask whether they can be used in telestroke interpretation as well. To address this, Demaerschalk et al\textsuperscript{55} evaluated the use of ResolutionMD\textsuperscript{TM} (Calgary Scientific, Calgary, AB, Canada) – a mobile app for smartphones that gives vascular neurologists access to radiological images of stroke patients. The study assessed app use in a real telestroke network. The goal was to determine the degree of agreement between hub vascular neurologists using the ResolutionMD app, spoke radiologists using a PACS, and independent evaluators of brain CT scans. The study included 53 stroke patients. Agreement (kappa) between hub vascular neurologists using ResolutionMD and 1) the spoke radiologist, and 2) independent interpreters on a variety of clinically important features was overall quite high, including identification of intracranial hemorrhage (spoke radiologist 0.92–1.0; independent interpreters 0.93–1.0), neoplasm (spoke radiologist 0.92–1.0; independent interpreters 0.93–1.0), any radiological contraindication to thrombolysis (spoke radiologist 0.92–1.0; independent interpreters 0.65–1.0), early ischemic changes (spoke radiologist 0.28–0.96; independent interpreters 0.30–0.86), and hyper-dense artery sign (spoke radiologist 0.01–0.80; independent interpreters 0.06–0.81).

A similar study by Park et al evaluated the interpretation of brain CT with subtle hemorrhage using an iPad 2 versus a clinical grade LCD monitor.\textsuperscript{56} They used 100 brain CT exams acquired for head trauma or headache, with 50 having subtle radiological signs of intracranial hemorrhage and 50 with no significant abnormality. Five emergency medicine physicians reviewed them. There was high sensitivity and specificity using both devices and ROC (receiver operating characteristic) areas under the curve were similar (0.935 and 0.900).

**Selecting a teleradiology service – important considerations**

When deciding whether or not to go with a teleradiology service or deciding which service to use once you have made the initial decision to use teleradiology, there are some important considerations to keep in mind.\textsuperscript{3} The first aspect concerns what exactly you want from a teleradiology service. This covers a variety of topics, including: final versus preliminary reads (cost and turnaround times would differ); whether or not resident reads would be acceptable, and if yes, would they require final reading by an attending;
the types of cases to be covered; when you need coverage (eg, 24/7, nights only, weekends only, or only when local radiologists are on vacation); what types of critical (ie, life-threatening findings on routine studies) findings require an emergency written report and personal notification; expected turnaround times; and whether reporting requirements differ for emergency versus routine cases.

Once a provider has been selected, the teleradiologists must be licensed and credentialed per federal, state, and local regulations. This is important, not only for legal reasons, but also for billing considerations as, for example, Medicare and Medicaid will only reimburse if the interpreting radiologist is on US soil. Ensuring that they are properly covered with adequate malpractice insurance is also important. In this vein, it is also useful to insist that the provider has a peer review process in place and that the results of that peer review be made available upon request. As already noted, there are specific guidelines in place for electronic practice of radiology and teleradiology, but these should be reviewed with the provider to ensure for example that they adhere to the DICOM standard, the Health Level Seven standard, and the Health Insurance Protection and Accountability Act.

On both the provider and referring sides, there should be specific contact people covering such aspects as contracts and billing, information technology, and clinical services, with responsibilities, contact information, and procedures clearly identified. It is also very useful for the teleradiologist to have the contact information for the radiology technologist(s) at the referring site, since as noted previously, poor quality images are often a problem with teleradiology interpretation. It is also very useful to have periodic onsite visits from the teleradiologist, not only for the personal contact, but also so that they can have a clear picture of the services, technology, staff, and even patient populations at the referring site.

Reimbursement is always a key consideration, and there are a variety of models being used. A very common model is for the teleradiologist (or teleradiology service) to be paid a set amount per case or per time period, with the amount being set as a function of modality, nature of the study, and urgent versus routine. In this case, it is useful for both sides to keep track of the cases and reconcile those numbers before payments are made. The referring contracting organization in the case is responsible for recovering its costs by billing insurers and/or patients. Another model is one in which the teleradiology provider bills directly. This is rather rare in the case of university-based teleradiology practices but is becoming a little more common as private practices venture into the teleradiology business.

Conclusion

It is clear that teleradiology has become embedded in the health care system and integrated into a wide variety of radiology practices and will likely continue to be the standard of care for many sites where onsite radiology is either limited or lacking completely. Although there are some concerns with respect to quality of service and commoditization of radiology, overall the benefits of teleradiology outweigh the potential negatives. As technology continues to evolve, we need to continue to conduct research that evaluates and validates these technologies before they are used routinely for patient care. As already described, teleradiology has extended beyond the radiology department into such applications as dentistry and stroke management, and it is likely that new applications will continue to be tested as needs arise and are identified. With the proper attention to optimizing technology, legal and regulatory guidelines, and common sense with respect to when and how teleradiology can and should be utilized, teleradiology will continue to grow, and its impact on patient care will continue to grow as well.

Where is teleradiology headed? It certainly is not going away, and it seems unlikely that the traditional radiology department will disappear either. There will always be the need for onsite radiologists (especially interventional), especially for training and education of residents and fellows. Additionally, although there have been changes in the frequency and type of contact between radiologists and other clinicians, there is still contact, especially with more complex cases. Sometimes the report simply requires that additional in-person explanation, where the radiologist can directly point to findings in the image and explain what they are seeing to the non-radiologist.

From the patients’ perspective, having the radiologist available onsite may also be a reason we continue to see traditional radiology departments. Mammographers have always had close ties with their patients and traditionally are the clinicians that discuss findings with their patients rather than having the primary care physician or referring clinician talk with them. However, there is some evidence that in some circumstances (especially with positive findings), patients would prefer to hear the report from the radiologist expert rather than their primary care physician — and the majority would prefer to hear them in person rather than by phone or mail. With teleradiology, this would likely not be possible. In fact, recent guidelines from the ACR encourage improved communication with patients, including direct communication of results.
Teleradiology is here to stay – although the exact form and conduct of it is likely to change as technologies change and the general practice of medicine changes. The current health care environment places a high premium on efficiency and increased access to quality care for all patients, and teleradiology represents one very important way that affordable health care will be available to all those that need it. The key is for users to be knowledgeable about the benefits and the costs (not just monetary) of teleradiology and to make informed decisions with the patient as well as the radiologist in mind.3
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